VideoLAN Dev Days '09

A Multimedia Conference that frees the cone in you!

Friday, December 18, 2009 - Sunday, December 20, 2009
Paris, France

We would like to welcome you to the second edition of the VideoLAN Dev Days.
This set of meetings, conference, presentations, unconference, lunches and dinners are made by and for YOU, the VideoLAN community.
Therefore, the success of those days depends only on YOU.

JB Kempf

We would like to thank our sponsors:
Nota Bene: all the events of the schedule are open to everyone.

However, many of them can lack interest if you are not part of the VideoLAN or open-source multimedia communities. Therefore, the events that are more open to everyone are marked with underlines.

Friday, December 18th 2009

10h00 – 13h00 Epitech Amphi.1 Welcome and meet-up for early attenders. Open discussion and open questions for press.

13h00 – 13h30 Epitech Amphi.1 Welcome, registration. Opening remarks (13h15 – Jean-Baptiste Kempf)

13h30 – 14h30 Epitech Amphi.1 Presentations of various projects (20min per project) SQL integration, extensions, DVBlast (subject to change)

14h30 – 17h00 Epitech Amphi.1 Technical discussions/trolls around VLC. This time is ONLY for technical discussions around VLC and not for administrative, copyright, websites or other VideoLAN organisation matters.

17h00 – 17h30 Epitech Amphi.1 Presentations of VLMC. Presented by Ludovic Fauvet and his team

18h30 La Cantine Soirée “Cone Power” at La Cantine, sponsored by Ile-de-France Region.

Presentation of VideoLAN and of VLC 1.1.0
Open to everyone and especially to non-technical people. Libre community, old VideoLAN men, spouses, partners, press and bloggers are very welcome to join.

Saturday, December 19th 2009

9h30 – 10h00 Epitech Amphi.4 VideoLAN association meeting

10h00 – 11h00 Epitech Amphi.4 Welcome and launch of the Unconference1 “A look back one year: VLC and VideoLAN” Presented by Jean-Baptiste and Rémi

---

1  man wikipedia google :)
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11h00 – 11h45  Epitech Amphi.4  Copyright and LGPL discussion for libVLC and VLC
Trolls ARE NOT WELCOME at all. If you plan to not be constructive, please skip this meeting.
Presented by Rémi

11h00 – 12h30  Epitech  Unconference² (Rooms: Amphi 4, P05, P08 and P09)

12h30 – 13h30  Epitech Café  Lunch, provided by VideoLAN

13h30 – 14h00  Epitech Amphi.4  Presentation of Lunettes/Glasses by Pierre

14h00 – 19h30  Epitech  Unconference³ and code parties
(Rooms: Amphi 4, P05, P08 and P09)

17h00 – 19h30  Epitech Amphi 4  Open time for the French Libre community.
Depending on the number of persons present:
- Presentations of VLC 1.1, DVBlast and VLMC
- Coding on VLC and libVLC
Linuxfr, planete-libre and geeks are welcome.

20h30 – 22h00  Wok  Asian Dinner and Buffet “All you can eat”
Everyone is welcome, but VideoLAN will only pay for registered VideoLAN people.

22h00  Epitech  Coding/Drinking night for hackers :-)  
VideoGame Contest (NES + Wii + Arcades)

Sunday, December 20th 2009

10h30 - 12h00  Epitech  Coding parties and meetings
(Rooms: Amphi 4, P05, P08 and P09)

12h00 - 13h00  Epitech Café  Lunch provided by VideoLAN

13h00 - 13h15  Epitech Amphi.4  Closing remarks by Jean-Baptiste Kempf

13h15 - 18h00  Epitech  Coding parties and meetings
(Rooms: Amphi 4, P05, P08 and P09)

² idem
³ mwg too
VDD Locations

**Epitech**

24, rue Pasteur  
94270 Le Kremlin Bicetre  
Metro 7/Subway 7/Tramway 3 station: Porte d'Italie  
From CDG airport, take:  
the RER B *(Paris by train)* to Cité Universitaire and then Tram 3  
or the RER B *(Paris by train)* to Chatelet, then Subway line 7

**La Cantine**

La Cantine  
151 rue Montmartre,  
Passage des Panoramas  
12 Galerie Montmartre, 75002 Paris

**Hotel**

*Hotel Novotel Paris Porte d'Italie*  
22 rue Voltaire  
94270 LE KREMLIN BICETRE  
FRANCE  
*This hotel is very near the Epitech school*

**Contacts**

Jean-Baptiste Kempf, Président  
jb@videolan.org, +33 672 704 734

Rémi Duraffort, Treasurer  
ivoire@videolan.org, +33 673 250 129

Press and partnerships contact: videolan@videolan.org